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ABSTRACT
C-Group is a tool for analyzing dynamic group membership in
temporal social networks over time. Unlike most network
visualization tools, which show the group structure within an
entire network, or the group membership for a single actor, CGroup allows users to focus their analysis on a pair of individuals.
While C-Group allows for viewing the addition and deletion of
nodes (actors) and edges (relationships) over time, its major
contribution is its focus on changing group memberships over
time. By doing so, users can investigate the context of temporal
group memberships for the pair. C-Group provides users with a
flexible interface for defining (and redefining) groups
interactively, and supports two novel visual representations of the
evolving group memberships. This flexibility gives users alternate
views that are appropriate for different network sizes and provides
users with different insights into the grouping behavior. We
demonstrate the utility of the tool on a scientific publication
network.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a large and growing interest in tools that allow users to
navigate, understand, manipulate and analyze the huge influx of
complex, heterogeneous data with which today’s data analyst is
faced. The best of these tools combine powerful visualizations
with useful analytics that are suited to the task at hand. Often by
focusing on a specific analytic task, the visualization can be
designed to highlight relevant information and support
appropriate task-specific navigation and manipulation primitives.
In this paper, we present C-Group, a visual analytic tool for
pairwise analysis of dynamic group membership over time in twomode affiliation networks. Given a pair of actors, referred to as
the focal pair, C-Group enables an analyst to explore questions
related to group membership of the focal pair, e.g. when are they
in similar/different groups or how does the structure of the shared
groups change over time?
One novelty of C-Group is its focus on the relationships and
group memberships in which a pair of actors participate. This is in
contrast to the majority of social network visualization tools
which either show the whole network (but allow filtering and
selection so that users can, through a series of operations, reach a
desired sub-graph), or show an ego-centric view of the network,
centered around a single individual. Our choice to focus on an
actor pair was motivated by our earlier work on D-Dupe [5], a
visual analytic tool for entity resolution in social network data. DDupe highlights pairs of actors which are very similar, and hence
might be duplicates. It also shows a sub-network that highlights
the neighborhood of the pair in a meaningful way for duplication
detection.
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While the pairwise view of C-Group was inspired by D-Dupe,
because the analytic task that C-Group is designed to support is
more complicated than entity resolution, significant changes and
new developments were required in the design of the tool. One of
the more straightforward changes was in the support for the
choice of the focal pair; we allow users flexibility in how they
search for the focal pair, either by direct search, similarity search,
or a combination of the two. A second more fundamental design
development was in the definition of groups; while this is often
straightforward for networks describing a single entity type, in the
context of an affiliation network, especially a dynamic affiliation
network, there is a great deal more flexibility in how groups may
be defined. Section 3 details our group semantics, but at a high
level, a group represents a context specific collection of associates.
This context may be based on node features, edge features, or
network structural properties. Finally, C-Group is designed for
longitudinal analysis of temporal social networks. All the time
composition semantics for defining evolutionary periods are new
contributions.
In terms of visualization, the major contribution of C-Group is its
group context window, which shows the evolution of group
membership for the focal pair over time. Most tools which
support the visualization of changes in social networks over time
are designed for the task of understanding the entire network, and
are focused on the additions and deletions of nodes and edges in a
single-mode social network. C-Group, on the other hand, is
concerned with the evolution in relationships and group
membership over time for the focal pair. This leads to two novel
visualizations, one which highlights the change in the shared
actors with which the focal pair associates, and another which
highlights the group movements. In both cases, C-Group provides
an appropriate stable layout, and uses animation in a way that
truly brings attention to relevant portions of the changing network.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents
related work. Section 3 describes the social network model used
by C-Group. In Section 4, we introduce C-Group and give an
overview of its features. Section 5 describes the focal pair
selection, the construction of dynamic groups, and the
visualization of the changing groups. We then present two case
analyses of the tool, followed by conclusions and future directions.

2. RELATED WORK
Visual analysis of social networks is an integral component of the
field of social network analysis and is in many ways fundamental
to its very definition [6]. There are several excellent surveys
describing social network visualization within the social sciences
literature [7] and the information visualization literature [10]; in
addition there many useful social network software packages that
have limited visualization, but sophisticated statistical analysis
[2][15] and others that focus more on interactive visualization of
the complete network [1] [3] [9][12][13] .
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At the heart of most social network visualization work is
understanding the groups that actors belong to and the role the
actors play in these groups [7]. The majority of visualization tools
accomplish this by showing single-mode networks with edges
present between nodes for display of affiliations, and/ or color
coding actors with different affiliations. Another approach is to
optimize the layout by clustering like nodes or nodes that are in
close proximity to each other [2]. Tools that consider
heterogeneous networks are emerging [14]. However, the visual
paradigms used for grouping remain largely the same as for
single-mode models. In all these cases, the focus is on the entire
network or on a single node’s network, its ego-network. While
analysis of pairs of nodes may be possible after a number of steps,
the visualization is not optimized for visual analysis of pairs even
though they are an important class within the context of social
networks. For pair analysis, other tools require the user to be
savvy enough to manipulate the visualization to clearly
understand the group structure as it relates to the pair of interest.
There has also been a growing interest in visualizing dynamic
social networks [11][4]. There are many interesting and complex
issues involved both in terms of graph layout and the semantics of
the dynamic networks. Again, the majority of that work has
focused on single mode networks, such as friendship networks [8],
and most of the work is interested in understanding the entire
network, rather than a specific actor, or pair of actors.
While our work builds on all of these areas, for example our
alternate visualization of the dynamic context graphs are related
to the static flip books and dynamic movies of Moody et al.
[11][4], our visualizations are geared toward understanding the
evolution and changing composition of context specific dynamic
groups. It is the targeted pairwise analytic task, the robust group
semantics, and the novel visual paradigm for dynamic changes to
group structure that distinguish our work from other visual
analytic tools.

3. DATA MODEL
3.1 Temporal Social Network Representation
C-Group is used to visualize changing group membership in twomode social networks, where there are two types of entities,
Actors and Events, and there is a Participant relationship which
links actors to events. The actors are often people, but they may
be other social animals, webpages, etc. The events can, literally,
be events such as an academic conference or a performance, and
the participant relationship captures the attendance at the event, or,
more abstractly, a co-occurrence of a set of actors, such as a
publication, where the participant relationship is the coauthor
relationship between an author and a paper. These are referred to
as affiliation networks in the social network research
community[16], and are often viewed as bipartite graphs, with
actors as one set of nodes, events as the other set of nodes, and
participation links between actors and events. Affiliation
networks capture a wide variety of interesting application
domains, including communication data (e.g. email and mobile
phone calls) among people, organizational data describing
people’s roles on teams or in companies, and epidemiological data,
describing people and the specific disease strain with which they
are infected. Because our focus here is on temporal social
networks, each event has some notion of ‘time’ associated with it.
We support three different time compositions for longitudinal
analysis:
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• Time period: an established interval of time, e.g.) a year
• Time point + duration: a starting time point and a time period,
e.g.) a start time + five minutes
• Multiple time points: a starting point and an ending point,
e.g.) an observation start time and an observation end time
Each of the entities and relationships in the network may have
additional associated attributes. It is straight-forward to describe
an affiliation network using the following relational schema over
actor relation A , event relation E, and participation relation P:
x
A (Ida,A1,A2, . . . ,Am)
x
E (Ide,E1,E2, . . . ,En,Etime)
x
P (Ida, Ide, P1, P2, . . . , Pp)
Here, Ida and Ide represent unique identifiers for an actor and an
event respectively. Ida and Ide together represent a unique
relationship between an actor and an event in the participation
relation. Notice that the event relation E has a time attribute(s),
Etime that will be used as the time granularity for the temporal
analysis.

3.2 Grouping Semantics
As previously mentioned, one of the main contributions of this
paper is the grouping semantics. Groups can be defined based on
collections of actors or collections of events. Which approach is
best will depend on the data set and the analytic task at hand; this
in turn will influence the appropriate visualization.

3.2.1 Relational construct of groups
In C-Group, a group is always defined, extensionally, as a
collection of actors. The composition of this collection of actors
or group is defined based on shared attribute values of an actor, an
event, or a participation relation. We now formally define three
grouping constructs. For clarity, we will use a running example
of a publication data set in which the actors are authors, the events
are publications, and the participation relation is paper author:
x
Author(Ida, First, Last, Affiliation)
x
Paper(Ide, Title, Y ear)
x
PaperAuthor(Ida, Ide,Role)
Actor attribute grouping: For each specific value
attribute Ai , we define the group G A. A x , where

x

of actor

i

G A. Ai

x

{a | a. Ai

x, a  A}

Here a group is defined based on a shared actor attribute that is
not multi-valued. If two actors have the same actor attribute value,
they are considered to be in the same group. Categorical attributes
are most effective here. It is interesting to note that since these
attributes are single-valued, they serve as a partitioning attribute
for actors connected to the focal pair and, therefore, will be nonoverlapping. For our example data set, we can define a group
based on the affiliation of an author. In this case, our analysis
would involve tracking the dynamics of shared affiliates for the
focal pair.
Event attribute grouping: For each specific value
attribute E j , we define the group GE . E
j

GE . E j

y

y

of event

, where
y

{a | e p(a, e)  e.E j y, a  A, e  E, p  P}

Here a group is
that participate
attribute value
attribute group.
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are considered members of a specific event
This type of grouping may have multiple values
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for an actor. Therefore, we can view these as multi-valued
attributes with potentially overlapping groups. For our example
data set, we can define a group based on the topic of a paper. In
this case, our analysis would involve tracking the dynamics of the
topics as it relates the focal pair to other actors in the network.
Participation attribute grouping: For each specific value z of
participation attribute Pk , we define the group G P. P z , where
k

G P. Pk

z

{a |  p(a, e)  p.Pk

z , a  A, e  E, p  P}

Here a group is defined based on a shared participation attribute.
Actors that participate together in an event and have the same
participation attribute value are considered members of a specific
participation attribute group. This type of grouping may also have
multiple values for an actor, leading to potentially overlapping
groups. For our example data set, we can define a group based on
the role of participation, where role may represent whether an
actor is a primary author or a secondary author. In this case, our

analysis would involve tracking the dynamics of the
authors˅ role as it relates the focal pair to other actors in the
network.
Hybrid attribute grouping: A group can be defined based on any
combination of the above grouping constructs. In other words, a
group can be defined using multiple basic grouping constructs
connected via boolean AND and OR operators.

3.2.2 Dynamic group
The above provides a static definition of groups; because we are
interested in the evolution of the groups, a temporal component is
added to each grouping relation above. Recall that we support
three different time compositions for temporal analysis. Therefore,
we augment each of our grouping structures to exist at different
times t: G A. A x (t ) , GE . E y (t ) , and GP . P z (t ) . It is this time
i

j

k

varying analysis of different grouping constructs that C-Group
has been optimized to support.

Group context viewer

Focal Pair viewer

Data detail viewer

Figure 1. C-GROUP consists of three coordinated windows: the focal pair viewer on the left, the group context viewer in the upper right
corner, and the data detail viewer in the lower right corner. The focal pair viewer allows users to search for focal pairs based on the users’
interest. The group context viewer visualizes the group membership relation of the selected focus author pair using two different view
modes: a fixed entity layout view and dynamic group layout view. The data detail viewer shows all the attribute values of the authors and
papers displayed in the group context viewer.
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5.1 Focal Pair Selection

4. OVERVIEW OF C-GROUP
In this section, we will begin our introduction of C-Group using a
simple example with the publication relation described in the
previous section. The dataset itself consists of a subset of the
ACM Digital Library and contains 4,073 papers from the ACMCHI conference from 1982 to 2004 authored by 6,358 people.
Authors are connected with 12,727 co-authorship relation edges.
Figure 1 shows the overall C-GROUP interface, which is composed
of three coordinated windows: the focal pair viewer, the group
context viewer, and the data detail viewer. The focal pair viewer
(on the left) allows users to navigate the affiliation network and
select focal pairs of interest. Users can select a pair in the focal
pair viewer, and then the group context viewer (on the upper right
corner) provides two visualizations of the group membership
context between the focal actors: the fixed entity layout and
dynamic group layout. Figure 1 shows a dynamic group layout
which represents the co-authorship relation between the two focal
authors, ”Ben Bederson” and ”Allison Druin”. A group of authors
is represented as a circular node whose size is proportional to the
number of authors it contains. In this example, all the shared
coauthors of Ben and Allison are placed in-between them, which
are grouped by the topics of the papers that were coauthored by
Ben and Allison. On the other hand, non-shared coauthor groups
are placed on the sides. For example, if an author is in the InfoVis
group in-between Ben and Allison, it means that this author has a
set of InfoVis papers coauthored by Ben and another set of
InfoVis papers (sets can be overlapping) coauthored by Allison.
Each edge between a focal pair author and a group represents all
the papers co-authored by the people in the group and the focal
pair author. The thickness of an edge represents the number of coauthored papers. With this simple, stable and meaningful layout,
users can quickly get an overview of the shared and non-shared
collaborators of the focal pair and their group membership.
As shown in Figure 1, each group node can display its individual
nodes and their edges to support group analysis in more detail.
The authors displayed in the viewer can be grouped either by
author’s attributes or by paper’s attributes using the Group By
menu in the tool bar. Groups are not necessarily mutually
exclusive, which means, an individual actor node can be
contained in multiple groups. For example, if an author has both
InfoVis and CSCW papers coauthored with the focal pair authors,
this author is a member of both InfoVis and CSCW groups. In
addition to the dynamic grouping of authors, the changes of
authors’ group membership over time can be explored using the
time range slider located in the toolbar. The construction of
groups as well as the visualization of dynamic group membership
evolution are described in more detail in the following section.

Recall that the visualization is optimized for analyzing the group
membership dynamics of a pair of actors. We refer to this pair as
the focal pair and refer to the two actors involved as actor 1 and
actor 2. The focal pair is selected using the focal pair selection
panel, which is shown on the left side of Figure 1. Users have a
variety of options for choosing the focal pair, and the choice will
depend both on the analytic task at hand, and how familiar users
are with the data contained in their database.
Direct Search for the Focal Pair: Users may have very targeted
analytic goals, in which they are interested in understanding the
relationship among actors whose identities are known a priori. In
this case, as shown in Figure 2, users simply search for the actors
by keywords using the Keyword Search group box (located at the
top of Figure 2) and then select and add the found entities to the
Selected Entities list (on the bottom) by clicking the “Add to
Selected Entities” button. By pressing the “Search Focal Pairs”
button, users can see all the combinations of the selected entities
as focal pairs in the focal pair viewer.

Figure 2. Direct search for focal pairs using keywords

Finally, the data detail viewer (in the lower right corner) shows all
the attribute values of authors and papers displayed in the group
context viewer. The data detail viewer is tightly-coupled with the
group context viewer so that users can easily choose nodes and
edges in the network layout and observe the corresponding
attribute values of any author or paper.

5. USER INTERFACE DESIGN

Figure 3. Search for focal pairs using a similarity metric

In this section, we discuss our design principles and explore the
challenges in designing an interface for pairwise analysis of
dynamic group membership by describing the main features of CGroup following the steps of the analysis process.

Similarity Search for a Focal Pair: Users with less targeted
analytic goals, who are perhaps less familiar with the data, or are
exploring to better understand the data, can use similarity search
to find a focal pair. There is a great deal of flexibility in how
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similarity is calculated. The decision can be based on similar
attributes values, or, it can be based on the relational similarity
between the actors. Figure 3 shows the similarity metric tab added
to the focal pair viewer that enables users to define a similarity
metric using both attribute and relational similarity. In the
attribute similarity group-box, users can see all the entity
attributes available in the imported data set in the first column.
The similarity measure column allows users to choose a similarity
measure function for each attribute. The choice of similarity
measure function depends upon the application. C-Group is
designed to enable users to explore multiple similarity function
combinations and orderings easily and flexibly. In the last column,
users can assign either positive or negative weights to the
corresponding similarity functions. In Figure 3, JaroWinkler
string match function is applied to the “affiliation” attribute and
the Common Neighbors relational similarity is selected to search
for the focal pairs that have similar affiliations and share many
coauthors. Once the user has defined a similarity criterion, the
database is searched, and pairs of similar actors are presented.
The user can then select a pair of interest to explore further.
Combination Search for Focal Pair: An interesting mixed
strategy is appropriate when users have one actor of interest, and
they are trying to discover other similar actors. In this case, users
can use direct search to find the first actor, and similarity search
to find the second actor, selecting from a ranked list of similar
actors for actor 2. C-Group can be easily extended for supporting
user defined domain-specific similarity functions to enable users
to do a direct search for actor 1, and then use relational
information (e.g. advisor-of or mother-of), to select the second
actor.

5.2 Group Construction
The group context viewer (top right corner of Figure 1) shows a
node link diagram which highlights the common relationships
between the focal pair, and is used to visualize the dynamic
changes in the relationships over time. It shows the selected focal
pair as square nodes in fixed positions in the window. The focal
pairs’ shared groups are shown in the middle between the pair,
and their non-shared groups are shown on either side. This
provides a stable, meaningful layout for a small portion of the
overall network. We have found this ability to focus on a relevant
sub-network particularly effective for analyzing a pair of actors
[5]. The group context viewer is designed to support two major
capabilities: the ability to flexibly define groups in dynamic
affiliation networks and support for appropriate visualization
methods which can highlight the similarity and differences in the
pairs’ evolving social network.
In C-GROUP, a group is always defined as a collection of actors.
C-GROUP provides a flexible mechanism for defining the groups
of actors, based on actor attributes, event attributes, or
participation attributes. For example, in the publication domain,
users can define groups based on the institution of an author
(shown in Figure 4(a)). Recall that groups defined via actor
attributes will be non-overlapping. On the other hand, if users
define groups based on event attributes, e.g. groups based on the
topic of the paper an author has co-authored (shown in Figure
4(b)), the groups will be overlapping since the same author can
publish on multiple topics. If an author in a group is clicked, all
the nodes referring to the author are highlighted at once. The
group context viewer is designed to provide a pull-down Group
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By menu which lists all of the author attributes and paper
attributes. Any of these attributes can be selected to define the
groups.
In addition, C-GROUP is designed to make it easy to define group
membership based on any temporal attributes of either the actor
or the event. The group context viewer provides a second pulldown menu, the temporal attribute selector, which allows users to
select from any of the attributes in the dataset having a date time
type. Users can add a time window to each group, such that an
actor is a member of the group only if the time attribute for the
chosen attribute falls within that window. The width of the time
window is set using the time window slider, which is next to the
temporal attribute selector.

5.3 Group Visualization
The goal of C-GROUP is to help users understand the relationship
between the focal pair and the groups defined above. In particular,
we are interested in understanding the shared groups to which
both focal pair actors are related and the non-shared groups (the
groups in which only one of the two actors belongs), and how
these group relationships evolve over time. C-GROUP provides
two ways of visualizing the changing group memberships over
time. One is the fixed entity layout view and the other is the
dynamic group layout view. Both show changing connections
over time; however each is somewhat better suited to different
datasets and analytic tasks. For both views, users begin by
selecting the time window size as described above. Users can drag
the window over the time range, and can show a static picture of
the focal pair-specific affiliation network during that time window.
In addition, users can select the play button at the top of the
dynamic context window, and the changing group membership
will be animated as it changes over time.

5.3.1 Dynamic group layout view
This view focuses more on the shared patterns of group
membership rather than on the specific actors involved in the
groups. In the dynamic group view, a group belongs to one of the
three regions: the shared region, if both actor1 and actor2 belong
to the group, and the actor1-only non-shared region, if actor1 is a
member and actor2 is not, and the actor2-only non-shared region,
if actor2 is a member and actor1 is not. An actor can be the
member of any region group depending on the relationship with
the focal pair during the time window specified by time slider bar.
In addition, an actor can be the member of more than one group in
the same region if the actors are grouped by event attributes.
As the temporal evolution plays out, both the region that a group
belongs to changes and the group membership changes. Users can
focus only on the named groups, for example the collection of the
authors that publish on a topic, as shown in Figure 4(b), or users
can zoom in the groups to see the group members. Recall that an
actor can belong to multiple groups, so when the groups are
zoomed in, users may find an actor in multiple places.

5.3.2 Fixed entity layout view
The fixed entity layout view is designed to highlight the shared
relationships among the focal pair and the other actors in the
domain. We consider all actors who have ever participated in an
event with the focal pair. We then establish the layout of the
regions based upon the overall relationship of each actor to the
focal pair. The key to the fixed entity layout view is that all the
entities stay in a fixed region (the actor1-only region, the shared
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region, and the actor2-only region) and they are unique in the
viewer. The entities may move within a region if an attribute
grouping operation is used, but they do not move from shared to
non-shared regions. The relationships between actor a and actor1
or actor a and actor2 will be indicated with edges. The entities are
not duplicated even though they are grouped by event attributes.
If an entity has a multi-valued attribute on the basis of an event
attribute, a new group with a multi-value attribute is created
instead of duplicating the entity across multiple single-valued
groups (Figure 5(a)).

As the time window changes, the layout evolves. The entities are
shown in each section of the viewer. The edges appear and
disappear, depending on the relationship. By using this fixed
entity placement layout, if the focal pair has a relationship with
actor a independently or together, it will be visible if edges exist
from the focal pair to the actor a during the same time window
(Figure 5(b)).

(a) Both shared and non-shared coauthors of the focal pair are grouped by their institutions(single-valued actor’s attribute). The groups are
non-overlapping and an author is the member of only one group.

(b) Coauthors of the focal pair are grouped by topics of the papers they co-authored. The groups can be overlapping and an author can be
the member of more than one group.
Figure 4. Dynamic group construction based on the attributes of actors and events
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(a) All the authors (grouped by paper topics) stay in a fixed region. Each author is a member of only one group that can be defined by
multi-valued attribute.

(b) The layout shows only the groups and authors of papers published between 2001 and 2002

Figure 5. Fixed entity layout view

6. VISUAL ANALYTICS CASE STUDY
Next we present a short case study using the mentioned
publication network to describe the use of C-GROUP to visualize
changing group structure over time.
Drs. Druin and Bederson are professors at the University of
Maryland, College Park. They are also married, making the
evolution of their shared publication record interesting to analyze.
For this focal analysis, we will use the dynamic group layout.
Figure 6 shows the network for Drs. Druin and Bederson grouped
by event attribute publication topic. We attempt to convey the
animation using a series of figures taken at different times. Figure
6(a) shows the focal pair prior to arrival at University of
Maryland. We can see that they initially have no shared
collaborators but both publish in CSCW. Also, we notice that Dr.
Druin has a larger number of collaborators at this stage compared
to Dr. Bederson. The size of the nodes in the actor2-only regions
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are changing because the number of authors publishing in those
topics is changing over time. The next set of figures, Figure 6(b)
and Figure 6(c), show the focal pair after they arrive at University
of Maryland, College Park in the HCIL group. The visualization
highlights a change in the network structure. While Dr. Druin’s
areas of publications are still similar, Dr. Bederson has expanded
his publication areas; therefore, the shared area has more topics in
it. Also, as time progresses, all the topics begin to enter the shared
area and the size of the groups also grows. While the motion of
these topics from the actor2-only region to the shared region is
not evident from the snapshots, it is potentially insightful during
actual analysis. Figure 6(d) show continued shared groups, but
more individual interests in topics. Even so, the shared region
continues to be the main thread of publications. Seeing this
dynamic group evolution provides a different picture of the
network than a static view that only shows the resulting
connections over time.
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(a) Collaborators of CHI papers before 1997

(b) Collaborators of CHI papers between 1998 ~ 1999

(c) Collaborators of CHI papers between 1999 ~ 2000

(d) Collaborators of CHI papers after 2002
Figure 6. The evolution of author groups in the dynamic group layout view
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7. CONCLUSION
C-GROUP allows users to visually explore dynamic affiliation
networks. It allows users to select a focal pair and explore their
shared relationships. Users have flexibility in defining groups
based on attributes of either the actors or events in the network.
Users can choose from a number of different views that highlight
different aspects of the group evolution: the views can highlight
the actors in the groups or the groups; the views can hold certain
elements static, or animate them; the views allow users flexible
control over the time granularity of the visualization; and the
views support the selection of a static snapshot of a time-slice, or
users can play an animation which shows the evolution of the
dynamic group context. While we have chosen definitions for
groups and visualizations that we found useful for our case
studies, there is much room for additional research. There were
several alternative definitions and designs that we considered.
Some of these turned out to be ineffective, but others may prove
useful in other domains, or for other tasks in the domain we have
considered here. While the design of task-specific visual analytic
tools for heterogeneous dynamic social networks is challenging,
C-GROUP is a step toward more focused visual analysis.
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